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Living standards vary enormously across 
and within countries

• Mostly due to differences in labor productivity

• I will discuss how this depends on the organization of labor, 
that is how people of different talent are allocated to jobs

• And how this depends on inequalities 



An anecdote

sicily $15k

lombardy $40k



A fact

• Ratio>1 means that half of blue 
collar workers have better skills 
than the bottom 10% of 
managers &professionals 

• so 1.2= median bc worker is 
20% better at math than bottom 
10th pctile manager



This holds for different types of skills



Why does this matter?
1. managers and professionals have a much larger impact on 

economic activity à gains from swapping until all managers 
are more talented than all workers

2. casts doubt on meritocracy as a system of incentives



Part I: Wealth inequality



A misallocation loop

inequality

productivity poverty

different access to opportunities

misallocation of talent



inequality and opportunities
• more unequal countries have 

fewer opportunities

• i.e. your job and income is 
determined by the job and 
income of your parents

• is this optimal?

Narayan et al (2018) “Fair progress?” WB



Jobs and poverty

• Labor is the sole endowment of the poor

•Most of the world’s poor work

• But they work in “bad” jobs 
• low pay
• uncertain
• irregular
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Two views of poverty
Equal access to opportunity, 

different traits

People have different innate 
traits which make them more 
suitable for stable jobs

➔ the poor do bad jobs 
because they do not have the 
talent to do anything else



View 1: A hill anyone can climb

Wealth at birth

wealth 
today

wealth at birth



The economics behind the hill
• People start from different levels of wealth and access to 

productive assets:
• human capital (education, non-cognitive skills)
• physical capital (businesses, collateralisable assets)

• You get a “hill” if returns are higher when assets are low à
each small investment allows you to climb the hill
• All people with the same talent will be able to reach the same 

point regardless of where they started



Two views of poverty
Unequal access to opportunity, 
same traits

People have different access to 
opportunities

➔ some of the poor have the 
innate talent to engage in stable 
work but face barriers that prevent 
them from doing so



A steep mountain face
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The economics behind the mountain

• You get a “mountain” if you need a large investment to 
get high returns 
• Hence small investments do not allow you to climb
• Identical people will reach different points depending 

on where they started
• Hence two people with exactly the same skills, talent, 

motivation, will end up rich or poor depending on 
whether they were born that way



This generates a poverty trap

Wealth at birth

Wealth today

People to the left of this 
point are in the 
poverty trap: being 
poor they cannot 
afford investments 
large enough and so 
they stay poor

wealth 
today

wealth at birth



How we* test for poverty traps 

• We use a large asset transfer program in Bangladesh 
• Poorest women have casual jobs, rich women tend cows
• Program gives poor women a cow (worth 1 year of income)
• This effectively pushes them up the hill (or mountain)
• We can compare those who started with nothing to those who 

started with very little (sample 4k)
• And see if we get a hill, or a mountain

* Balboni et al (2020) ”Why do people stay poor?”





a steep mountain



a steep mountain
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fall back

these 
people 
escape



11 years 

the two groups diverge over time



Poverty traps are unfair and inefficient

• Unfair because two people with the same talent end up with 
different standards of living because of accidents at birth à
poorer person faces higher barrier
• Inefficient because highly talented people who are born poor 

will not be able to exploit that talent and will be replaced by a 
less talented, richer, person



Lessons for policy 

• one-off transfers large enough to push people past the 
threshold will reduce poverty in the long run (but most 
transfers are well below that amount)
• the same works in reverse: shocks that send people below 

the threshold will have a permanent effect (this helps us 
understand the effect of large shocks like COVID)



Jobs in the time of COVID

• We* survey 7k HHs in urban 
slums and rural areas of 
Bangladesh to collect 
information on their jobs 
before and after lockdown
• At baseline there is a strong 

correlation between wealth 
and job type
• Only the wealthiest have 

salaried jobs
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* Bandiera et al (2020) “Jobs in the time of COVID: evidence from Bangladesh”
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Occupation transitions – Urban households

After lockdown many people change jobs



Occupation 
type in
June

Casual labor
BDT 179k
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The wealthiest move to better jobs



profitable 
businesses 
with poor 
owners are 
replaced by 
less profitable 
businesses 
with wealthier 
owners



Key 
Findings

• The effect of COVID depends on job type
• So people change jobs
• Wealthier people get better jobs
• This leads to inequality and misallocation
• The effect of the pandemic will last longer than the pandemic 

itself



Not just farmers, not just Bangladesh
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0.84 per 1,000   

Patent rate for top 1% 
parent income: 
8.3 per 1,000   



Part II: Gender 



Women are underrepresented, especially in top jobs



This is bad for 
growth



How bad is misallocation of women’s 
talent across the world?

• We* use personnel data from a MNE combined with LFP across 
100+ countries to back out ability of men and women

• Intuition: lower FLFP à higher bar à higher ability

• Estimate a model of pay setting to calibrate pay and the payoff 
from staying home

*Ashraf et al  (2020) “The misallocation of talent across the world”



results: womens’ ability is higher



This implies that the gender wage gap is  
severely underestimated



Two views of gender inequality
• women have a comparative 

advantage at housekeeping, 
and childcare
• compatible with their being 

equally or more able in the 
workplace

• women and men have the same 
skills
• two possible equilibria
• norms lead to coordination on 

women-at-home equilibrium



comparative advantage test 1: child penalties



comparative advantage test 2: covid



ability gap correlates with the prevalence 
of traditional gender norms



in conclusion
• inequalities generate misallocation of talent
• misallocation lowers productivity and fosters more inequality
• this affects how we think of shocks and policies as short run 

changes can have long term consequences


